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Element Energy is a leading low carbon energy
consultancy.
•

We help our clients intelligently invest and create successful
policies, strategies and products.

•

We develop and apply innovative/best-in-class, objective, financial,
analytical and technical analysis.

•

We focus on low carbon energy and technologies

•

Multidisciplinary expertise and ability to form strong partnerships

•

A commitment to successful delivery

•

Rigorous approach
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Element Energy’s clients are at the forefront of tackling
the energy and climate change challenge.
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Element Energy has a developed databases and models for
assessing and optimising CCS projects and policies
CO2 generation and capture
q Capture readiness
q Technology

CO2 transport networks
q Locating opportunities
q Pipeline networks
q CO2 shipping

CO2 storage and CO2-enhanced oil
recovery
q
q
q
q
q

Reservoir simulation
Site selection
Infrastructure
Financial modelling, including taxation
Leasing and licensing

CCS systems
q Project design
optimisation
q Public funding
q Due diligence
q Benchmarking
q Financial modelling
q Business and
regulatory models
q Knowledge transfer
q Public engagement
q Stakeholder
management
q Policy and regulatory
design
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UK industrial CCS potential – focus on large stationary sources.

Dynamic due to
• Changing
output
• Efficiency
measures
• Fuel switching
• Environmental
measures
• Plant closures
• New plants
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Cost drivers

•

Intrinsic uncertainty and variability in project costs and specification
(+100%/-50%) across capture.

•

Potential for site or technology related challenges (e.g. steam
availability)

•

Poorly functioning market (few buyers and sellers, untested
business models)

•

Very high variability in transport and storage configurations feasible
(shipping, pipelines, ability to pay marginal costs for shared
networks, re-used pipelines, CO2-EOR)
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A strong and highly co-ordinated public policy can reduce the costs
of industrial CCS in the UK

Reduce costs
through
• R&D support
• Pilots
• Industrial CCS
demonstration
• Good
Transport and
storage
• Attractive
business and
regulatory
environment

Worst case
Central case

Best case

Source : Element Energy (2013)
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The funding gap for large scale integrated CCS projects.

£/tCO2
avoided

Cost of
Wide range of costs. Largest cost reduction
requires
CCS
Carbon price
volume roll out
CCS
commercial
Price
at
which
UK
industries
are
no
longer
competitive
Funding
gap
Too many policy-based variables to forecast
carbon price reliably
2010s
Need for capital
subsidy and
revenue
support for
small demos

2020s
Quantity-based
support with
limited financial
support (except
possibly for
infrastructure)

2030s
Commercially
viable without
support
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In the “central” scenario, the lowest cost CCS opportunities are
concentrated in clusters.
•

Map witheld

CCS cost < £100/t
CCS cost £100-200/t
CCS cost >£200/t

N.B. Generic models become less relevant at site level
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Least regrets strategy involves enabling a few CCS projects that
are in clusters or CCS corridors.
•

Maps witheld

Best case scenario
Decarbonise majority
of industry – relies on
extensive T&S

Central scenario
Focus on enabling
CCS clusters

Worst case scenario
Target a handful of
specific businesses
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Industrial CCS development in parallel with power CCS
development (no need to wait for “successful demonstration” in
the power sector)
Multiple anchor power
projects
• test capture technologies
• build industrial and
regulatory capacity
• develop future-proofed
transport and storage
infrastructure
• support climate
negotiations
Industrial CCS capacity
development
• Engineering design studies
• Pilot of capture technologies
for industrial application
• Policy to focus on funding
and regulatory Models

Phased adoption in CCS
networks
• Phased uptake of power
and industrial CO2 in
transport and storage
pipeline networks
• Potential role for shipping
to add flexibility and
support test CO2
injections for stores
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Concluding remarks
•

Very large uncertainty in captureable CO2 emissions – a few
sources (e.g. steel) make a large differences to the marginal cost
curve.

•

Large uncertainty of costs for individual sites – can be reduced with
further engineering analysis, but currently mask difference between
sectors.

•

Need to coordinate industrial CCS policy with CO2 transport and
storage (incl. EOR) policies, and wider heat, electricity, policies this will not be easy…

•

A robust policy needs clarity of purpose, realistic budget, and risk
appetite for any future UK industrial CCS strategy – demonstration,
CO2, £/t, jobs, GDP contribution, regional protection, attracting
future emitters, competitiveness, export/import, carbon leakage etc.

•

Needs to last across multiple electoral and economic cycles…

•

Need to co-ordinate internationally on funding for industrial CCS –
this could be very time consuming…
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Thank you for your attention!

If you have queries please contact me on
Harsh.Pershad@element-energy.co.uk
Or by telephone +44 (0)1223 852 496
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